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to the conclusion. Is Appayya engaged in slow,
patient reading, or is he himself flattening the
complexities of earlier authors’ works to create
something like an early modern textbook of
Advaita Vedānta? If the latter, this raises the
possibility that earlier religious figures
themselves sometimes had means-ends reading
habits.
It may be a mistake to get caught up too
much in any particular text discussed in this
book. Reading the Hindu and Christian Classics is
not about these six texts per se, but ultimately
about the process of reading itself, and the
proper mode of attention one should direct
toward a classic. Like the works of the
Mīmāṃsakas who inspired it, it is more
injunctive than descriptive. Clooney demands
that readers go beyond his book to undertake a
practice of slow reading on their own. But what
are the criteria for choosing a text? Must it be a
religious text at all? Could it be On the Origin of
Species or Atlas Shrugged? Leaving the
possibilities so wide open and implying that
almost any text could be a classic, even a 16th
century catalog of doctrines or 17th century
guide on how to pray the rosary, may seem an
invitation to dilettantism. There are also
obstacles of translation and language mastery,
since two of these six texts have never been
translated into English. Even reading one of

these in translation can be bewildering, given
the challenges in translating complex, culturally
embedded concepts. It is not clear whether
Clooney believes that there is one cross-cultural
mode of slow, religious reading, or whether
there are many. Cultures that were primarily or
exclusively oral tended to have a different way
of engaging with texts than those in which
literacy was widespread. For instance,
Patañjali's method of Vedic memorization and
self-recitation (svādhyāya) was not the same as
Benedict of Nursia's lectio divina, in spite of their
temporal proximity in the mid-first millennium
CE.
Judging it solely by its injunctive focus,
Reading the Hindu and Christian Classics has been a
success: it moved me to pick up a fairly obscure
16th century text and renew my own practice of
slow reading, without any definite objective
other than trying to make sense of the text's
words. Clooney’s book is an important reminder
that in times of crisis such as ours, reading a text
from a different era can be a balm for our
worries and even an opportunity for selftransformation, if we are attentive enough to let
it do its work.
Andrew J. Nicholson
State University of New York at Stony Brook

Raimon Panikkar: A Companion to His Life and Thought. Edited by Peter C.
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RAIMON PANIKKAR died in 2010 in his native
Tavertet, high up in the Pyrenees above
Barcelona. The son of a Hindu father and a
Spanish Catholic mother, he famously declared
that ‘I “left” as a Christian, “found myself” as a
Hindu, and “returned” as a Buddhist, without
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having ceased to be a Christian’. Not all his
sayings are so memorable, nor so doubtfully
consistent. His collected works, the Opera Omnia,
are now being published by Orbis in what is
projected to be some eighteen volumes. His
spiritual journal, The Water of the Drop (ISPCK,
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2018), edited by his devoted literary assistant
and the editor of the Opera Omnia, Milena Pavan,
adds a fascinating personal comment on his life
and thought. Now, with the welcome
publication of this companion, scholars and
theologians have a critical guide against which
to assess the work of an original genius whose
learning and vision embraced whole continents,
and provoked admiration and frustration in
equal measure.
The sixteen writers have set themselves a
daunting task. To grapple with Panikkar is
rather like entering a great forest. The cover of
the canopy is vast, the pathways never obvious,
the signposts often written in a personalised
script which the traveller must take on trust.
Yet, every now and then, one comes across a still
clearing where the light shines and a powerful
insight can be admired. Something similar can
be said for this companion. With the exceptions
of Rowan Williams’ brief but perceptive
foreword and Francis Clooney’s epilogue - more
a personal commentary on the ‘Panikkar
phenomenon’ than an assessment of the ideas
covered in the book - each contribution seeks its
own stopping place, with varying degrees of
success. There are those who prefer to employ
Panikkar’s own tools to order the forest, while
others attack the overpowering density of the
Panikkarian foliage from a variety of other
angles. As Williams says, Panikkar does not fit
easily into current categories in theology of
religions, neither the ‘old-style comparativism’
of the threefold paradigm nor the more recent
cross-religious reading of comparative
theology. Inevitably there is a degree of overlap
and repetition and one often gets the
impression of a breathless determination to
pack as much material into as a small space as
possible.
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The two sides of the Companion, ‘Life and
Thought’, provide a basic orientation. The first
part, ‘The many faces of Raimon Panikkar’, lets
the life interpret the thought. The editors
describe his ‘identity’ in terms of two words,
‘complexity and harmony’. Scare quotes like
that run through the entire text, not just
because Panikkar is notorious for his intriguing
neologisms but because, as Milena Pavan shows
in her moving account of Panikkar’s thinking
behind the evolution of the Opera Omnia project,
his entire life was spent ‘deciphering the
mystery of existence’. The sheer scope of his
philosophical interests and theological
enthusiasms, not to mention the intensity of his
personal religious quest, made for an allusive
and never finished commentary. Three essays
present Panikkar’s cross-religious inheritance,
as Christian, Hindu and Buddhist thinker, from
Joseph Prabhu, Erik Ranstrom and Michiko Yusa
respectively. These are followed by Jyri
Komulainen’s incisive essay on Panikkar ‘the
dialogical man’. Focussing on themes of
hybridity and pluralism, Komulainen concludes
that the juxtaposition of sources that creates ‘an
idiosyncratic but impressive vision of human
life’ so focusses on the anthropological
dimension that it ‘seems to have reduced human
religiosity to human experience’.
This provocative, and not unjustified,
remark nonetheless makes for an excellent
introduction to the second half: ‘foundational
themes: philosophical and theological’. Each
essay takes one of the major themes that have
occupied Panikkar throughout his life, from
myth and hermeneutics to secularity and
eschatology. Some focus on the more abstract,
philosophical side of his work, others are more
theological in intent. Some, like J Abraham Velez
de Cea on ‘hermeneutics, myth, symbol,
religious language’, look at the big foundational
2
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issues that Panikkar pondered throughout his
life, mapping out the major shifts in his
thinking; others, such as Francis D’Sa on Time
and History, seek to tease Panikkar’s often
allusive ideas into a more constructive yet
familiar shape. All provide helpful paths
through the rich Panikkarian terrain, not least
Peter Phan’s poignant reflection on ‘the
unpublished chapter’ of the 1989 Gifford
Lectures. Clooney calls this a fitting ‘nonending’ because its topic, ‘the survival of Being’,
takes any thinker to the very edge of what can
be thought, let alone written, into a text. Phan’s
reconstruction presents Panikkar at his most
beguiling and infuriating, hinting at resolution
while refusing to engage with an existential
question that must occupy any serious religious
person.
In different ways each writer deals explicitly
or implicitly with Panikkar’s dominating and
much-discussed
neologism,
‘the
cosmotheandric vision’. This is defined in a
useful but rambling ‘glossary of Panikkarian
terms’ as ‘the cosmic, divine and human
dimensions of all and every reality’. As Panikkar
uses it, the term often appears to collapse into a
vague philosophia perennis. Few of the responses
entirely avoid this danger, the worthiest
exceptions being Anselm Min’s lucid critique of
Panikkar’s extraordinary little book on the
Trinity and the Religious Experience of Mankind and
Leo Lefebure’s superb essay on Wisdom. Min is
appreciative of the breath-taking scale of
Panikkar’s theological imagination, but he also
makes clear that, whatever the provocative
insights gleaned from taking the Trinity as a
foundational paradigm for bringing Christianity
into a constructive dialogue with Hinduism and
Buddhism, it makes for a poor contribution to
Christian theology as such. Lefebure
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demonstrates a similar critical distance from
Panikkar’s more neo-gnostic tendencies by
reminding us that his writing was itself an act of
Wisdom,
an
ever-unfinished
religious
experience that both reached out to embrace
the Divine and found itself mysteriously
embraced by the very Silence from which it was
born.
To all his readers, the experts who are
intimately acquainted with his massive output
and the well-disposed ordinary reader intrigued
by the provocative genius of his juxtapositions,
Panikkar presents a challenge. As this
Companion amply demonstrates, his thought
cannot be appreciated without reference to his
life-story. But who was he - and where do the
eighteen volumes of the Opera Omnia fit in the
story of 20th century religious writing? Panikkar
would always insist that the observer cannot be
taken out of the ‘Rhythm of Being’ in which we
are all implicated. Serious thought, let alone
writing, always means facing the danger of
altering, and even doing violence to, the way
things are. Panikkar knew the risk had to be
taken, even if at the end of his life he became
uncharacteristically reticent. Paradoxically that
may be because his original training was not in
theology but as a scientist. He had three
doctorates. Philosophical exactness and
theological vision were of major importance for
him. But his first doctorate was in chemistry.
What never left him was the responsibility of the
scientist to act both with respect as well as
imagination towards the phenomena that make
human living, and any pursuit of wisdom,
possible.
Michael Barnes, S.J.
University of Roehampton
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